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Editorial ✩
The 11th Canadian Conference on Computational Geometry (CCCG 99) was held from 15 to 18
August 1999 at the UBC Conference Centre University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC, Canada. As
PC chair of CCCG 99, I have also been editing this special issue covering algorithms, geometric puzzles
and paradigms.
In algorithms, Hoffmann gives a simple, linear-time algorithm for rectangular 3-centers, Sohler gives a
faster reconstruction of Delaunay triangulations in linear time, and Funke, Mehlhorn and Näher describe
an important structural filtering paradigm for robust geometric computation that is used in CGAL.
In counterexamples that influence geometric algorithms, Streinu shows (pseudo)visibility graphs that
are not stretchable to the visibility graphs of polygons, and Biedl, Lubiw and Sun establish the NP-
hardness of folding orthogonal polyhedra.
In geometric puzzles and problems, Toussaint explores the ramifications of the Erdo˝s–Nagy theorem
about flips in polygons, and Demaine, Demaine, Eppstein, Frederickson and Friedman present hinged
dissection of polyominos.
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✩ Personal remark from guest editor: Due to personal reasons, the editing of this special issue was significantly delayed.
I sincerely apologize to the authors of this issue and to the readers of CGTA. The papers still represent the state-of-the-art in
their subfields.
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